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What is safety?

• Safety 6= Ethics
• Universities and research organizations do not currently have review
boards equipped to evaluate Internet measurement research
methods [5]

• Measurement of the technical specifics of censorship (what content
the censor blocks, and technically how they impose the blocking)
falls outside of human subjects research

• These measurements can still create risk for humans



What is safety?

When performing research on a platform shared with live tra�ic from other
users, that research is considered safe if and only if other users are
protected from or unlikely to experience danger, risk, or injury, now or in the
future, due to the research.



Related Work

• Workshop on Ethics in Networked Systems Research
• CAIDA’s Promotion of Data Sharing Webpage
• Menlo report and its companion
• EFF whitepaper: Unreliable Informants: IP Addresses, Digital Tips and
Police Raids

• Tor Research Safety Board



What is Tor?

• Community of researchers, developers, users and relay operators
• Open Source
• Open Network

• Security, Privacy, Anonymity, Robust, Authenticated, Integrity

https://torproject.org/
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What is Tor?

Estimated average 2,000,000+ concurrent Tor users [7]



Use Cases

Data and analysis can be used to:

• detect possible censorship events
• detect attacks against the network
• evaluate e�ects on performance of so�ware changes
• evaluate how the network is scaling



Tor Metrics Philosophy

We only handle public, non-sensitive data. Each analysis goes through a
rigorous review and discussion process before publication.



Tor Research Safety Board

The goals of a privacy and anonymity network like Tor are not easily
combined with extensive data gathering, but at the same time data is
needed for monitoring, understanding, and improving the network.

Safety and privacy concerns regarding data collection by Tor Metrics are
guided by the Tor Research Safety Board’s guidelines.

https://research.torproject.org/safetyboard.html
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Key Safety Principles

• Data Minimalisation
• Source Aggregation
• Transparency



Data Minimalisation

The first andmost important guideline is that only theminimum amount
of statistical data should be gathered to solve a given problem. The level
of detail of measured data should be as small as possible.

“Over time, the probability that any entity holding a large store of sensitive
private data will remain both competent enough to protect it adequately
and honest enough to want to goes to zero.” —@mattblaze



Source Aggregation

Possibly sensitive data should exist for as short a time as possible. Data
should be aggregated at its source, including categorizing single events
andmemorizing category counts only, summing up event counts over
large time frames, and being imprecise regarding exact event counts.

“For almost every person on earth, there is at least one fact about them
stored in a computer database that an adversary could use to blackmail,
discriminate against, harass, or steal the identity of him or her. I meanmore
thanmere embarrassment or inconvenience; I mean legally cognizable
harm.” —Paul Ohm [8]



Transparency

All algorithms to gather statistical data need to be discussed publicly
before deploying them. All measured statistical data should bemade
publicly available as a safeguard to not gather data that is too sensitive.

“Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” —Linus’ Law



Shortcut to Safety

• Use simulations
• Use a testbed



Case Study: Counting Unique Users of Tor

The Easy Way:

• Each relay keeps track of all the IP addresses it has seen
• These all get uploaded to a central location
• Unique IP addresses are counted



Indirect Measurement

In 2010, Tor Metrics set out to develop a safe method of counting users [3].



Indirect Measurement



Indirect Measurement



Indirect Measurement

The Safer Way:

• Relays don’t store IP addresses at all
• Relays count number of directory requests
• Relays report numbers to a central location
• We have to guess how long an average session lasts
• We do not have the same detail in the data
• We still get the general ballpark figure and also see trends

https://metrics.torproject.org/reproducible-metrics.html
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Indirect Measurement

Estimated average 2,000,000+ concurrent Tor users [7]



Count-Distinct Problem



HyperLogLog

Algorithm designed for very large data sets [2] where you don’t want to
keep all the unique items around.







Other Privacy-Preserving Telemetry Schemes

• RAPPOR
https://security.googleblog.com/2014/10/
learning-statistics-with-privacy-aided.html

• PROCHLO
https://ai.google/research/pubs/pub46411

• Prio
https://hacks.mozilla.org/2018/10/
testing-privacy-preserving-telemetry-with-prio/
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dra�-learmonth-pearg-safe-internet-measurement

Work-in-progress in the IRTF [6]
(Discussion in the proposed Privacy Enhancements and Assessments

Research Group (PEARG))



Next Steps

• Comprehensive general considerations checklist for any
measurement

• Introduction to literature on secret sharing/multi-party computation
telemetry systems (this may fall out of scope)

• Thinking about future computing power available
• Discussion on consent and proxy consent
• Ensure all types of harm are considered, e.g. unavailability

https://github.com/irl/
draft-safe-internet-measurement/issues
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